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With interest rates at record lows, incomes seemingly stabilized, and house prices through the 
roof – we have fielded more than a few questions about refinancing. Does it make sense? What 
does the process look like? Already, we have helped many clients answer these questions, with 
a large share of these then proceeding to complete a refi. As rates have continued their march 
downward, more of you are likely (or should be) considering a refi, so today we will take a closer 
look at what should be considered as you think about this.

First, please know that every situation is unique. Refinancing is not going to make sense for 
everyone. In addition, there are a few ways to help lower the overall cost of your mortgage – and 
refinancing is just one of them. You can also consider paying extra principal each month (or 
periodically) or simply paying it off in full. We know the latter is out of reach for many of you, so 
let’s look more at what a refinance might entail.
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What is a refinance? 

Let’s start with the basics. In short, refinancing is simply the act of terminating your existing 
mortgage in favor of a new loan, normally with better terms. You can also refinance to the same 
(or worse) terms but take money out (a cash-out refinance) if you are looking to access liquidity. 
For the sake of this briefing, we’re going to focus on the former – getting better terms.

Why refinance?

There are a few reasons to refinance, nearly all of 
which come down to saving money.  The three that we 
see most often are:

1. Lower your monthly payments, thereby improving your current cash flow.
2. Shorten the length of your loan, thereby potentially lowering the total cost of borrowing.
3. Access some of the equity in your home, thus freeing up cash to meet other goals.
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You will take out a new loan, by which you will immediately pay off your existing loan in full. You’ll 
then start paying monthly on your new loan for the duration of the new loan term (e.g., 30 years). 
This is a major point not to be missed. You do reset the clock on your mortgage when you refi. 
So, while you may shave hundreds of dollars off your monthly payment, you may also be adding 
many years of payments – thus potentially increasing the total cost of the loan. You will want to 
carefully consider this as you decide on the right loan for you. 

What happens when you refinance?

It varies! Lenders are slammed right now due to soaring demand for refis, leaving borrowers with 
a turnaround time that is often 60-90 days (or longer) from start to finish. The exact length of the 
process for you will depend on the lender, the underwriting requirements, your own attentiveness, 
and your own organization. 

How long does this process take?

While you may love the end result, very 
few clients have reported that the process 
is thoroughly enjoyable. You will be asked 
for a lot of information and things could 
take longer than you hope. If you are 
short on time or simply don’t want to 
commit yourself to getting organized, you 
probably will want to pass if the financial 
benefits are marginal. That said, with rates 
now down to where they currently sit, it’s 
usually worth the effort!

Is this process fun?

Enter everyone’s favorite answer, “It depends.” That said, we are seeing a number of clients move 
to a 15-yr (or 20-yr) loan thanks to the very favorable rates currently being offered for this loan 
length. It’s not uncommon to see clients be able to shave 5-8 years off their total loan term while 
keeping their monthly payment more or less unchanged, given the current rate environment. 
This is, of course, no guarantee that things will play out this way for you. We have tools that will 
help you evaluate your options, including seeing the impact of a proposed change upon your 
overall financial picture rather than looking at it in a vacuum. While the loan offer documents 
and calculators will tell you a lot, they have no way of seeing things in the broader context 
– something we can do in eMoney where we see how things impact your cash flow, future 
investments, tax savings, and more. 

Should I go with a 15- or 30-yr loan (or 20)?

Get ready to show more than you might expect. 
While every lender may have slightly different 

requirements, you are generally going to need to 
prove your income, assets, and liabilities - as well 
as provide various other documentation, such as 
proof of ID.  Here’s a great checklist from Chase 

that may help you get started.

Access now

https://www.chase.com/personal/mortgage/mortgage-refinance/closing-the-deal/documents


That said, we put together a hypothetical 
example found to the right. In this, a borrower 
refinances from their 30-yr loan at 4.25% to a 
new 20-yr loan at 2.625%. This change results 
in a slightly lower monthly payment, a shorter 
remaining loan length, and significantly lower 
total cost of borrowing. Of course, every 
situation is going to be different, so reach out 
to us and your lender to determine what is 
most appropriate for you.

Aside from your time, refinancing also costs 
money. There are loan origination costs 
from the lender, title fees, settlement fees, 
appraisal costs, recording fees. and more. 
It’s not uncommon for these to total $3,000 
or more. These can be paid upfront or rolled 
into the amortized amount. In addition, you’ll 
usually have to come up with additional cash 
at closing to cover things like prepaid property 
taxes, insurance, and more. These are costs 
you would incur anyway – but the timing is 
accelerated via the refi process. 

What does it cost?

Points are a way to help lower your ongoing interest rate, and thus your ongoing monthly 
payments. They are also referred to as a loan origination fee, maximum loan charge, discount 
points, or a loan discount. Regardless of the name, what you are doing is prepaying interest, 
and in turn your lender is able to offer a lower rate moving forward. While we are not generally 
fans of paying points, we do acknowledge that they can be appropriate and valuable in some 
circumstances. Generally, if you plan to hold the loan for the full length of its term, you will benefit 
slightly by paying points. If, however, you may refinance, sell your home, or otherwise pay off 
your loan prior to the end of the term, you will generally lose with points, as they cannot be 
recaptured. Another way to put it is, points reduce flexibility – so you need to determine how 
much flexibility is needed. Note that points are still tax deductible in the same way that mortgage 
interest is. By the way, we should mention how to interpret “points” when they are quoted. You 
may see an offer for 2.375% + 0.250% points. In this case, you are paying 0.25% of the total loan 
value as prepaid interest. If your loan is for $500,000, you would pay $1,250 in points.

What are points and should I pay them? 

Numbers shown are hypothetical and do not include closing costs. Consult 
a licensed mortgage provider for actual rates and loan terms before 
deciding on appropriateness of refinancing.



This guide and all data are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a 
recommendation to buy or sell securities. You should not rely on this information as the 
primary basis of your investment, financial, legal, or tax planning decisions. You should 
consult your legal or tax professional regarding your specific situation. Third party data 
is obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, MPCA cannot guarantee that 
data’s currency, accuracy, timeliness, completeness or fitness for any particular purpose. 
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Let’s chat!

There is good reason that lenders are currently slammed. Rates are at historical lows and there is 
a meaningful opportunity to save significantly. Yes, rates could go lower, but accurately predicting 
this is extremely difficult – and we are of the mindset, “Don’t stare a gift horse in the mouth.” There’s 
a saying in investing that “Pigs get fat, hogs get slaughtered.”  Let’s not be the hogs that hold 
on hoping for that slight additional tick downward. Let’s take a close look at whether a refinance 
now makes sense for you, as locking in the cost of your biggest expense at such attractive rates is 
probably going to be worth the effort. After all, you can always refinance again if rates really do go 
well below 2%!
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An important caveat!

Before you refinance, be sure to 
consider your total loan balances on 
your first (and second, if applicable) 
homes.  The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act 
of 2017 lowered the total amount of 
mortgage debt that is deductible - but 
this lower threshold only applies to new 
loans taken out after early 2018. To the 
right, you’ll find more on this important 
topic. While we rarely see clients 
push up against these numbers, we 
encourage you to study this carefully, 
as we don’t want you to lose out on 
valuable intererst deductions to the 
point that it washes away the savings 
from the refi.

Source: Rocket Mortgage (March 5, 2021)
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